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FOREWORD: This paper was written during the BLA campaign in Northern Europe in 1944/45. Much of it was written in tents and I carried out most of the photography myself. It was submitted to the Editor of the British Journal of Surgery in 1945 who accepted it for publication. A year or two later, having heard nothing more, I wrote to the Editor who told me that my paper with others on maxillo-facial topics had been sent to Professor T Pomfret Kilner for editing and arranging. Kilner did nothing about this project and 10 years later in 1955, the paper was returned to me with a note from the Editor to say that there was no longer much interest in this subject and perhaps it should wait until just before the next war! For 30 years it has lain in my desk until Air Commodore Ronald Brown, writing a history of plastic surgery in the RAF, heard of it and I sent it to him. With the help of Mr Antony F Wallace, the Archivist of the British Association of Plastic Surgeons, it was sent to Brigadier P Abraham and has now reached home.

SUMMARY: In maxillo-facial wounds with soft tissue involvement, the most important object in the initial treatment is to secure primary closure without deformity, or, if that is not possible, primary epithelialisation of the raw surfaces. In addition to the early healing with minimal scar tissue which results, this allows further operative procedures to be carried out much earlier and under much simpler conditions than if healing had occurred by granulation and scarring. The operative technique adopted in a series of 304 patients in a maxillo-facial surgical unit in the BLA included meticulous toilet and excision of wound surfaces before closure by several different methods: when soft tissue loss was minimal, direct closure in layers was effected; when the soft tissue defect was too large for direct closure the wound was closed by either local flaps or skin to mucous membrane suture or skin grafting of the raw surface. Examples of these methods are shown.

In a series of 165 cases in whom the immediate results have been personally observed or on whom reports have been received, 153 cases (93 per cent) have been completely successful, 10 cases (6 per cent) have had a partial breakdown of the wound, and two cases (1.2 per cent) have been complete failures.

Maxillo-facial surgery in World War I, and in the first years of the present conflict, has dealt almost exclusively with the late closure of facial wounds and with the secondary repair of deformities resulting from healing by scar tissue. Primary closure has rarely been attempted for several reasons. There was the delay which inevitably elapsed between the time of wounding and arrival at a maxillo-facial centre. Oldfield states that patients in the Desert Campaign were first seen usually 5 – 10 days after injury, most of the wounds being then septic. In addition, the experience of practically all war surgeons has bred a general fear of primary suture of any gunshot wound, no matter how tempting such a procedure might be. Indeed, it has become almost an axiom in this war that no wound shall be sutured primarily unless for very special reasons and then only if the patient can be kept under observation.

On the other hand, it must be remembered that the soft tissue coverings of the face differ radically from those elsewhere. They have a much greater blood supply. They are also uniquely splinted and kept at rest by the underlying bony framework. These factors alone make them particularly resistant to infection and the rapidity with which healing may occur is widely recognised. It should therefore be possible, if cases are seen early enough, to achieve direct primary closure of many facial wounds without fear of wound sepsis.

The present campaign with the BLA has provided an unique opportunity to put this into practice. It has been the policy to keep the Maxillo-Facial Surgical Units as far forward as was consistent with the tactical situation. Maxillo-facial cases have therefore been seen, on an average, 12 – 36 hours after injury. There have been, of course, delays for various reasons, and some cases did not arrive until two, three or more days had elapsed, but this was unusual.

In addition this has been the first major campaign in which adequate supplies of penicillin have been available for practically every case.

In the early days of the campaign primary closure of facial wounds was tried tentatively and with some misgivings. A selected number of cases was kept under observation and it soon became apparent that, provided adequate wound toilet had been carried out, healing by first intention could be achieved in practically every case. Since then the ideal of treatment aimed at has been to obtain complete primary repair, or at least complete primary epithelialisation, in all soft tissue injuries of the face.

The advantages gained in attaining this ideal are several. Complete healing is achieved within a week, and the patient is spared the pain and toxemia of a septic wound and the discomfort of repeated dressings. The greatest advantage of all, however, is the minimum
amount of scar tissue which results. Further operative procedures, such as bone grafting, can be undertaken at a much earlier date, and under much easier conditions, than when healing has occurred by granulation tissue.

The purpose of this paper is to show that with proper care and technique, primary suture of gunshot injuries of the face can be an eminently successful procedure even when such wounds are grossly lacerated, contused and contaminated; that while it is not always possible for various reasons to achieve complete primary repair, much can be done as regards partial or complete primary epithelialisation of the raw surfaces.

The term "primary closure" throughout the text means closure at the first definitive operation. It does not imply any arbitrary time after injury but this has almost always been within the first four days.

Material

This paper is based on a study of 304 patients in whom primary suture of facial wounds was carried out and who were dealt with personally in a Maxillo-Facial Surgical Unit in the BLA. The wounds were of all varieties and all degrees of severity, from minor lacerations to extensive loss of part of the face. All were contaminated to some extent, many grossly so.

The patients arrived at a varying time after injury; many within a few hours. The majority however were first seen 12-36 hours later. Some were not received until three or more days had elapsed.

Their previous treatment had usually been confined to control of haemorrhage and resuscitation, with the local application of sulphonamide powder and a dressing. Many had the original shell dressing still in place. A few cases had been roughly sutured to retain large flaps in position, but in no case had complete wound toilet or definitive suturing been carried out.

Many had associated injuries: 60 per cent had associated fractures of the facial bones; 25 per cent had injuries involving the trunk and limbs. Cases with mandibular fractures often arrived with an impaired airway, suffering from the effects of a long period of partial anoxia. The general condition of the patients therefore varied enormously. While most had been adequately resuscitated in forward areas, many were in need of further transfusions of blood and plasma, and careful attention to the airway, before operation could be contemplated.

Following operation, the patients were held for a varying time. During rush periods, when large numbers of cases had to be dealt with in a short time, it was essential to evacuate cases as soon as they were fit to travel, unless they could be reasonably expected to be fit to return to duty within a week. This meant that a large number of the cases had to be evacuated on the second or third day after operation. When possible, however, an attempt was made to retain the more serious cases for 4-5 days, until some or all of the sutures had been removed. During the quieter intervals, it was possible to retain cases for a longer period, in some instances up to a few weeks.

Operating facilities varied from the operating tent to a fully equipped theatre in a modern hospital. The standard of work done, however, and the results achieved, appear to have been in no way affected by the conditions under which treatment was carried out.

The patients were evacuated to maxillo-facial centres in the UK. Cards were sent with them asking for follow up reports. Few were returned but a certain amount of feedback was achieved; it was always helpful and most favourable and encouraging.

Methods and Techniques

General Considerations

Resuscitation. Adequate surgical toilet and repair of facial wounds is always time-consuming and cannot be hurried if success is to be achieved. A very extensive case may often require 3-4 hours of operating time. It was therefore necessary to postpone operation in all severe cases until it was felt that the maximum possible benefit had been derived from resuscitation measures.

Blood loss at operation, often required further blood transfusions during operation and postoperatively. There is no doubt that, but for the never failing supply of blood and plasma in this campaign, much of this work would have been impossible.

General Chemotherapy. All cases of extensive wounds were given a course of penicillin and one of the sulphonamide drugs, usually sulphathiazole. Penicillin was administered intramuscularly in a dosage of 12,500 to 20,000 units every three hours. The course lasted three days as a rule, during which time the patient received total dosage of 500,000 to 800,000 units. In a few cases, a continuous intramuscular drip was given, 100,000 units being injected every 24 hours.

Local Chemotherapy. Various powders were insufflated into the wounds in roughly half of the cases. They were, severally, sulphanilamide, sulphathiazole, marfanil and sulphathiazole and penicillin mixture (5,000 units per gm). Their value was very doubtful. Absolute haemostasis in any wound of the face is very difficult to secure until the sutures are inserted. It was a common sight, therefore, to see the "magic powder", which had of course been insufflated before suturing was begun, being washed out of the wound while suturing was in progress.

In cases in which a large cavity remained after suturing or in which debridement could neither be achieved nor assured, a more useful method of administering local penicillin was to insert a small bore rubber tube into the wound cavity before closure and drain the cavity with soft rubber at the most dependent point. Through the tube a varying amount of penicillin, 1,000 to 5,000 units, was injected three hourly for 3-5 days.
No attempt was made, or indeed was possible, to correlate the use of the various drugs with the bacteriology of the wound. Chemotherapy was simply given prophylactically and in standard courses to all but the most minor cases.

**Anaesthesia.** Nitrous oxide and oxygen with small amounts of ether, or cyclopropane and oxygen, administered via an endotracheal tube from a closed circuit apparatus were used in practically all cases. Primary induction was by intravenous Pentothal or intravenous Avertin. Local anaesthesia was not used.

From the illustrations it will be appreciated that a large number of the cases presented many anaesthetic problems. The highest praise is due to the anaesthetists of the unit for the skill with which they surmounted all difficulties in these and similar cases.

**At Operation**

**Associated Bony Damage.** It is not proposed to deal in any detail with the treatment of the fractures of the facial bones associated with many of the soft tissue injuries. It cannot be too strongly emphasised, however, that their treatment, particularly in fractures of the jaws, is, in most cases, of more immediate importance than the treatment of the soft tissues. In general terms, treatment consisted in the removal of all grossly displaced and non-viable pieces of bone and teeth, followed by reduction and fixation of the fragments remaining. As a rule, the bony injuries were dealt with first in co-operation with a dental surgeon, before soft tissue treatment was commenced. There is no doubt that adequate fixation of the facial fractures contributed greatly to the healing of the soft tissue wounds.

**Wound Toilet.** It is difficult to convey the degree of contamination which existed in many of the cases. Every variety of foreign matter was found. The commonest was soil, but sand, gravel, oil and tar were frequent contaminants. Pieces of clothing or of helmet strap were often imbedded in the tissues. In wounds caused by land mines and booby traps it was usual to find foreign matter blown into every crevice of the wound and peppered into the surrounding skin. Sections of tissue from such wounds often showed, naked eye, minute particles driven to a depth of 2 to 3 mm.

It was therefore of prime importance that the most thorough and careful wound toilet should be carried out before any attempt at wound closure was made.

Cetavlon 1 per cent was used for cleansing the skin and wound and proved efficient in removing most surface contaminants. Where tiny particles of debris were imbedded in the dermis, time spent in getting rid of as many as possible was worthwhile. The minute tracks, made by each little particle, seal over with amazing rapidity and, after 24 hours, it becomes increasingly difficult to remove them. Scrubbing with a hard nail brush was found to be the most efficient method. It was essential that they be removed as early as possible. If allowed to remain in the tissues they permanently disfiguring tattooing effect results.

**Foreign Bodies.** All accessible foreign bodies, all loose splinters of bone and all fragments of teeth were removed as far as possible. In certain cases, where a missile had become lodged in a relatively inaccessible part of the face, it was judged wiser to leave it in situ, than to undertake an extensive exploratory operation. No immediate ill results followed this practice. Whether such retained foreign bodies were the cause of any later trouble is not known.

**Wound Excision.** It has for long been taught and is still being taught that facial wounds should never be excised.

While this is true for some of the clean-cut incised wounds of civilian practice, it certainly does not hold good for the great majority of gunshot wounds. In most cases, the surfaces of such wounds and the skin edges are irregular, contused, often partly or wholly necrotic and, in many of the later cases, covered with sloughs. Wounds over which saliva has dribbled become rapidly coated with a grey-green necrotic film. In addition, many of the raw surfaces are actually ingrained with dirt which cannot be cleaned out. If complete closure of such wounds is to be obtained, complete excision of the wound is a sine qua non. If excision of a wound is incomplete, if contused, damaged or necrotic tissue is retained, then either the wound breaks down or an ugly scar results, requiring later excision and resuture. If adequate excision is carried out at the original operation, later scar excisions are often unnecessary.

At the same time, it must always be remembered that every millimetre of facial tissue is of inestimable value either in preventing deformity or, if deformity persists, in the later repair. Excision must be kept to the minimum necessary to effect two criteria: first, that all visibly damaged and contaminated tissue is removed; second, that the skin edges to be sutured present a clean "square-cut" appearance. A ragged torn edge is difficult to suture accurately, is liable to break down later, and if it does succeed, results in an unsightly scar line.

Skin flaps, with a narrow pedicle and a precarious blood supply, must be handled and trimmed with the greatest care to conserve the remaining blood vessels.

It was found most satisfactory to carry out excision of a wound according to a definite plan, the wound being divided into sections and each section being excised and haemostasis secured before proceeding to the next. Commencing in the depths of the wound, and working from within outwards, allowed the deeper parts to be dealt with before they were obscured by bleeding from the more superficial tissues. Haemostasis was secured primarily with haemostats, the larger vessels being...
ligated with the finest catgut. Diathermy was unfortunately not available. It might have proven of great value.

The greatest care was always taken to preserve intact important deep structures such as the parotid duct or branches of the facial nerve.

In certain cases, of course, anything approaching a complete debridement of the wound was out of the question. For instance, in wounds penetrating deeply through the ascending ramus of the mandible into the pterygoid fossa, or in through-and-through wounds just below the base of the skull and traversing the ethmoids, the deeper reaches of the track were too inaccessible. The policy in regard to such wounds was either to leave them widely open, or else to trim as much of the wound track as possible, close the skin and subcutaneous layers, and ensure adequate drainage of the remaining cavity. It was particularly in the latter type of case that repeated injection of the cavity with penicillin through a small bore indwelling tube was found of real value.

In extensive lacerations of the cheek and floor of the mouth, where access to the mucous membrane and depths of the wound through the mouth was cramped and difficult, no hesitation was felt in dividing the remainder of the cheek, horizontally at the angle of the mouth, in order to give adequate closure (eg. Case 1). Except for such cases, however, it was seldom necessary to make fresh incisions in order to effect complete wound toilet. Small, deep puncture wounds, such as the entrance wound of a rifle or machine gun bullet, were as a rule ignored. They healed rapidly without sepsis and with a small, hardly visible scar.

**Wound Suture.** When haemostasis had been achieved as far as possible, the wound was sutured from within outwards. In the early stages of the campaign, simple interrupted catgut sutures were used for closing **mucous membrane**, but the results were not satisfactory and breakdown of the wound was a common occurrence. There appeared to be two factors involved. Firstly, the catgut sutures often became undone very rapidly after operation. This may have been due to the effects of saliva, but was most probably due to faulty technique, the difficulty of tying a reliable knot with catgut in the depths of the oral cavity being very real in the prevailing circumstances. Secondly, the mucous membrane of the mouth is a very thin layer, rather loosely attached in places to the underlying tissues, and it is consequently very difficult to prevent inversion of the edges when simple sutures are used.

For these reasons, mucous membrane in all the later cases was closed with end-on mattress sutures of fine black silk, in order to obtain proper eversion of the edges. Breakdown rarely occurred after this procedure and the results were excellent. It has sometimes proved difficult to remove the more deeply placed sutures, but no harm has arisen from their presence, where they have been inadvertently retained up to two weeks after insertion. In all cases, an attempt was made to remove them about the 6th day after operation.

The cut ends of muscle were coapted by fine interrupted catgut sutures.

In order to prevent later depression of the scar line, it is most important to bring the **subcutaneous tissue** together before inserting the skin sutures. Interrupted fine catgut sutures on an atraumatic needle were used.

Black silk was used for suturing skin. Two grades were used: a very fine silk which was employed in more delicate work such as wounds of the eyelids, nostrils of lips, and a medium grade which was generally used. The greatest care was always taken to try to coapt two raw surfaces rather than two edges, and thus produce a flat even scar line, neither everted nor inverted.

In a few cases, in which very regular wound margins were obtained, the wound was closed by a subcuticular stitch of silk. Very few cases, however, lent themselves to this technique.

**Wound Drainage.** The most important single factor causing breakdown of facial suture lines is haematoma formation with later infection of the haematoma. It is almost impossible, because of its great vascularity, to secure absolute haemostasis in any extensive facial wound without burying a very large amount of catgut in any wound, therefore, in which a potential cavity is present after suture, drainage was provided by means of soft corrugated rubber. Drains were removed after 24 hours unless there was any indication to the contrary.

The site of drainage was either through the most dependent corner of the wound (remembering that the patient lying supine, the most dependent point is posterior rather than inferior), or by a separate stab incision in the submandibular region. A few special cases were drained into the mouth, but this was not often done because of the risk of infection.

**Wound Dressing.** In order further to prevent haematoma formation, a pressure dressing was most valuable. The routine dressing used was a layer of Tulle Gras over the suture line, a pressure pad of dry gauze and cotton wool, the whole held in place by a crepe bandage, reinforced if necessary by Elastoplast.

**Post-Operative Care.** In wounds in the neighbourhood of the mouth, which were in constant contact with saliva and food debris, repeated dressings were carried out three or four times a day. A high standard of mouth hygiene was set (such cases usually had concomitant fractures of the mandible), and the mouth was kept scrupulously clean by repeated irrigation after meals. The wound itself was swabbed dry and cleaned of all debris, dusted with sulphonamide powder, and dressed with Tulle Gras. There is no doubt that the great care which Ward Sisters have taken with the post-operative dressings has contributed greatly to the success achieved.
Fig. 1A Case 1. Two days after wounding by a shell splinter.

Fig. 1B Case 1. The extensive tear in the buccal mucosa. There was also a gash in the tongue.

Fig. 1C Case 1. The damage to the mandible fragments of which had been driven into all parts of the wound.

Fig. 1D Case 1. On the fourth postoperative day after most of the sutures had been removed. The angle of the mouth had been divided to obtain access and the stitches there were left to the next day.
Fig. 2A  Case 2. Mortar wound at operation after two days. Note the many peripheral lacerations which must be excised and sutured before the main defect can be visualised.

Fig. 2B  Case 2. The peripheral lacerations sutured and the flap designed.

Fig. 2C  Case 2. Rotating the flap.

Fig. 2D  Case 2. Immediately postoperative. The secondary defect below the ear could not be closed completely and a split skin graft was later applied.
Fig.2E Case 2. Result after three weeks. Healing is complete except for two small areas where the tips of the triangular flaps met.

All stitches were removed on the fourth or fifth day, usually half of them on the fourth day and the remainder on the fifth. Where the wound had been stitched under some tension, or where the suture line was in a highly mobile site like the angle of the mouth, stitches were left in until the sixth day.

Illustrative Cases

The surgeon who first treats a maxillo-facial case has a unique opportunity. Seeing the tissues before they have become distorted and displaced by scarring, he can ascertain to a nicety the amount of loss which has occurred. From his assessment of the loss, he can then decide whether direct closure is possible, whether the loss may be made good at the initial operation by using a local flap, or whether some temporary method of closure must be used, and the complete repair left till later.

In practically every gunshot wound of the face some degree of soft tissue loss is present. The amount of loss which may still be closed directly varies in different sites and different directions. For instance, the skin of the nose is taut, and a loss greater than 2 to 3 mm, particularly near the nostrils, cannot be sutured without distorting the alae. On the lateral surface of the cheek, however, a loss of 1 to 2 cm can be closed with ease. Attempts to suture directly a 1 cm loss in a wound of the lower lip, parallel to the lip margin, will result in eversion or distortion of the lip. A similar loss in a vertical wound may be stitched without trouble. The eyelids, too, show differences. The upper is provided with an excess of skin. The lower has little, and even a small loss may result in ectropion. Each wound must therefore be assessed individually whether direct closure is possible or not. In some cases, the decision is easily made before operation; in others, it is impossible to do so until the wound has been cleaned and excised, and the result of direct closure tried.

Direct Closure

Case 1 (Fig. 1). The amount of tissue loss in this patient is probably about the limit which can be closed directly. In addition to the routine excision and suture, the remaining mandible was fixed to the maxilla with eyelet wiring and the cavity in the base of the tongue, which had been filled with loose bone, was drained through a submandibular incision.

At no time was there any evidence of sepsis. He was evacuated on the fifth day.

Closure by Local Flaps

Before deciding upon and designing a local flap, all peripheral lacerations (and there are often many) must be excised and sutured. In addition, it must be possible to close directly any wounds of mucosa or muscle.

The design of the flap must be such as not to interfere with any later plastic procedure which may be required. In other words, local flaps should only be used when it appears possible to carry out a complete primary repair.

The flaps used were chiefly of the rotation variety, although there were a few pedicled flaps. As a rule, the secondary defect was so placed that it was possible to obtain closure by means of tension sutures. Where this was not possible, it was covered with a split skin graft.

Complete closure by local flaps, however ideal, is a lengthy procedure and may not be justifiable if the patient’s general condition is poor, nor was it possible at times when pressure of work was greatest.

Case 2 (Fig. 2). The patient was wounded by a large mortar splinter and operation was performed two days later. Much of the left body of the mandible was shattered and there was a 7.5 cm tear in the buccal mucosa. It was possible to suture the mucosa and the torn muscle directly and closure by a local rotation flap seemed appropriate. This was designed and transferred as shown in the illustrations. Intermaxillary fixation was applied to splint the remaining mandible.

The operation occupied four hours and two pints of blood were administered during that time.
Fig. 3A  Case 3. Wound said to have been caused by a “bazooka” 30 hours previously.

Fig. 3B  Case 3. Underlying fractured malar.

Fig. 3C  Case 3. After excision the fracture has been fixed with an interosseous wire (not shown) and the peripheral lacerations closed.

Fig. 3D  Case 3. Rotation flap similar in design to that in Case 2 swung into defect.
Slight breakdown of the wound occurred after the stitches had been removed on the fourth and fifth days at sites where breakdown has been noted in other similar wounds, where the apices of several small triangular flaps met. The patient was evacuated to the UK after three weeks.

Case 3 (Fig. 3) came to operation about 30 hours after having received a wound from a "bazooka". There was a large ragged laceration on the left cheek, with obvious tissue loss, and a compound fracture of the left malar. The parotid gland was damaged in the posterior part of the wound, and a branch of the facial nerve exposed in the depths.

After complete excision of the wound, the fracture surfaces of the malar were cleaned and coapted with an interosseous wire of stainless steel. The peripheral lacerations were then sutured and a small rotation flap, base upwards, was cut and swung into place. The secondary defect in front of the ear was closed with slight tension and a drain inserted at the most dependent point.

The drain was removed after 24 hours and the stitches on the fourth and fifth days. Healing was uneventful, but saliva continued to drip from the drainage opening, apparently from the damaged parotid. He was evacuated to the UK on the 13th day.

Case 4 (Fig. 4) was admitted 36 hours after injury. The soft tissues over the right forehead were grossly lacerated and much was missing. The right eye was disorganised. The supra-orbital part of the frontal bone, the orbital walls, the upper part of the right maxilla and the right malar were grossly comminuted. Cerebrospinal fluid was leaking from the wound.

Operation was carried out in co-operation with Major J N Small, RAMC, of a neurosurgical unit. The wound was completely excised, and all comminuted bone removed. The dura was exposed, and a tear about one inch long found in relation to the ethmoid air cells and the cribiform plate. Lacerated brain was removed via this tear and the tear closed with a compressed piece of Fibrin Foam.

A large flap was cut from the adjacent scalp and rotated downwards to close the defect. The remnants of the eyelids were restored to their normal position, and the conjunctival remnants carefully sutured to form a future eye socket. The secondary defect on the skull was covered with a thin split skin graft cut from the left thigh.

He was evacuated to the UK on the fifth post-operative day.

Skin to Mucous Membrane Suture

This method, so strongly advocated by Gillies and others since the last war, has been found very valuable in wounds involving the mouth, nose or eyelids. However, the same meticulous care in cleansing and excising the wound, in getting rid of all necrotic and contaminant material is essential, if it is to be successful. In addition, the most careful after-treatment as described above is necessary.
Case 4 (Fig. 4A) was first seen three days after injury. The only prior treatment had been a tracheotomy. The wound was very dirty and covered with sloughs. There was a loss of soft tissue involving the right two-thirds of the lower lip and a considerable portion of the right side of the chin. The wound on the right side ran back to the angle of the mandible. The whole central portion of the mandible was destroyed.

In spite of the time which had elapsed since injury and the dirty condition of the wound, the usual technique was followed. All loose debris was removed and the wound completely excised. The peripheral lacerations were then sutured directly, and the remaining defect closed by stitching skin to the mucous membrane of the lip, cheek and floor of the mouth. Care was taken to see that the mandibular stumps were properly covered before fixing them to the maxilla with eyelet wiring.

The wound cavity was drained through a separate submandibular incision.

He was evacuated to the UK on the fifth post-operative day.

Case 5 (Fig. 5) was first seen three days after injury. The wound was very dirty and covered with sloughs. There was a loss of soft tissue involving the right two-thirds of the lower lip and a considerable portion of the right side of the chin. The wound on the right side ran back to the angle of the mandible. The whole central portion of the mandible was destroyed.

In spite of the time which had elapsed since injury and the dirty condition of the wound, the usual technique was followed. All loose debris was removed and the wound completely excised. The peripheral lacerations were then sutured directly, and the remaining defect closed by stitching skin to the mucous membrane of the lip, cheek and floor of the mouth. Care was taken to see that the mandibular stumps were properly covered before fixing them to the maxilla with eyelet wiring.

The wound cavity was drained through a separate submandibular incision.

He was evacuated to the UK on the fifth post-operative day.

Case 6 (Fig. 6). There was a complete loss of all soft tissues of the lower lip, chin and submandibular region down to the upper level of the thyroid cartilage. The greater part of the mandibular body was blown away and numerous fragments of bone and teeth were deeply driven into the base of the tongue and the adjacent

Figs.4B & C Case 4. The operation was carried out in association with a neurosurgeon. After excision of the wound scalp flap was rotated into the defect and a split skin graft was used to cover the secondary defect.
Fig. 5A Case 5. Three day old gunshot wound with tissue loss of lower lip, right side of chin and a grossly comminuted fracture of the central mandible. All the raw areas were covered in sloughs.

Fig. 5B Case 5. Healed result on the fourth day after removal of stitches. The completely excised wound has been closed by stitching skin to mucosa around the defect. The drain was left in longer than usual because of the original dirty conditions. No sepsis developed.

tissues. The maxillary alveolus was shattered and splayed out, and the palate was torn. The left antrum was opened up, but the main maxillary block was firm.

He was admitted 20 hours after injury with a very rapid pulse and in distress. The wound was still bleeding. In addition to other resuscitation measures, two pints of blood and four pints of plasma were given during the next 12 hours with marked improvement. Operation was then carried out.

The wound was treated sectionally, each section being cleaned, excised and sutured before proceeding to the next. The maxilla was first dealt with. All loose detached pieces of alveolus and all roots of broken teeth were removed, and the mucous membrane carefully sutured to cover the exposed bone. One larger piece of alveolus, which still had a soft tissue attachment, was wired in position to the main maxillary block.

The cheeks were closed by first stitching all peripheral lacerations, and then suturing skin to mucous membrane around the remaining defect. The under surface of the tongue, and the large raw area on the upper neck, were completely excised and care was taken to remove all pieces of bone and tooth fragments imbedded in the root of the tongue. Closure was effected by first approximating the skin in the midline of the neck as far as possible and then stitching the remaining skin edge to the mucous membrane of the tongue and floor of the mouth. This had the advantage of pulling the tongue somewhat downwards and forwards since the anterior fixation of the tongue had been lost.

The mucous membrane of what remained of the floor of the mouth was closed, adequate covering of the mandibular stumps being achieved. No attempt was made to fix these in this case.

Three drains were inserted; one to the region of each mandibular stump, and one to the cavity in the base of the tongue.

Tracheotomy was performed at the end of the operation and a small bore tube passed into the stomach for feeding purposes. The operation lasted just over three hours during which time two pints of blood were given. A pint of plasma was administered post-operatively.

The post-operative period was uneventful. The drains were removed after 24 hours, and half the stitches on the fourth day. No sepsis of any kind developed. He was evacuated to the UK on the same day.

Comment. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate well the usefulness of mucocutaneous suture. The improvement in general condition, the lack of discomfort and the uplift in morale were always dramatic, when it was carried out in extensive injuries such as those shown. Case 6 is an example of one of the most severe maxillo-facial injuries to reach hospital. The value of obtaining primary epithelial covering for such a case cannot be overestimated. The future of such a patient if healing were allowed to proceed by granulation is unthinkable.
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EFFECTIVE Hayfever Relief

ONCE DAILY CONTROL IN:

Hayfever
Urticaria
Perennial allergic rhinitis

NON-SEDATING ANTIHISTAMINE
Taking the heat off...

Flamazine has the power to minimise burn damage and to combat bacterial contamination.

Flamazine is a potent antibacterial, active against all the important burn pathogens, and especially effective in controlling Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Helping to save lives in the Falklands, or cleaning wounds throughout British burn and casualty units, the silver and black Flamazine pack has become the standard burn treatment.

Flamazine made it better.
Fig. 6A & B  Case 6. Severe “blow out” injury of the lower face with a loss of lower lip, chin, most of the mandible and fractured maxilla. For details see text.

Fig. 6C & D  Case 6. Healed result on the fourth day after removal of some stitches. Complete epithelial cover has been obtained by muco-cutaneous suture. For details see text.
Split Skin Graft Closure

This method was found to have a much more limited application than was at first expected. There were two main difficulties. The first was in securing absolute haemostasis of the raw surface, without burying too much catgut. This could be done, but it took time, and time could seldom be spared. The second was to obtain adequate pressure on the graft. This also could have been achieved, if one had known about the case 24 hours in advance, and obtained the services of the dental department to make the necessary appliances; but this was never possible.

In the cases in which the method was used, pressure was obtained by means of a pad of flavine wool, held in position by the ends of the stitches used to fix the graft to its bed.

Case 7 (Fig. 7). A free split skin graft was used to effect primary closure in this very extensive wound. First seen two days after injury, the wound involved the oral cavity and the mandible was comminuted from the angle.

The Land Mine Injury

This was one of the commonest types of facial injury during the campaign. There was always a variable amount of soft tissue damage with widespread tattooing of small black particles into the skin. If seen early the small particles can be scrubbed out, but the small puncture wounds heal over rapidly and after a day or so it becomes increasingly difficult to remove them.

Case 8 (Fig. 8). This man had been held at a Casualty Clearing Station because of a traumatic amputation of his right foot and was not admitted until the fourth day after injury. There was a full thickness wound of the upper lip with loss of most of the philtrum. The premaxilla was exposed for about 2.5 cm on each side of the midline and severely contaminated with dirt. The columella and the tip of the nose were torn in shreds most of which were gangrenous. There was no evidence of sepsis.

By scrubbing the face with Cetavlon as much as possible of the imbedded debris was removed. After excision it was possible to close most of the wound directly. The columella and the lower part of the nasal septum were a total loss and by trimming back a little of the septal cartilage it was possible to suture the mucous membrane on each side across the defect.

Results

It is extremely doubtful if a final assessment of the results in these cases will ever be possible. Evacuated to England, as most of them were shortly after operation, and distributed to many centres, they will be almost impossible to trace. In an attempt to surmount this difficulty, stamped addressed follow-up postcards, asking for information on later progress, have been inserted with the papers of every patient evacuated. Although some units have been most helpful, the return has been very disappointing, and only a small proportion of the cards have been received.

However, it was our policy to retain cases, where circumstances permitted, for at least five or six days until all stitches had been removed. Many cases, as will be evident from the illustrations, were retained even longer. It is therefore possible to obtain much more information about, and a fairly accurate picture of, the immediate results of primary closure. Of the late results, such as sepsis, scars and keloids, very little is known.

Six deaths occurred in the series, a mortality rate of 2 per cent; in two cases, death was directly related to the facial wound; in three it was due to associated injuries; in one the cause of death was not discovered.

In the wounds themselves, sepsis was so rare as to be practically non-existent. Stitch abscesses or cellulitis were never seen. When sepsis did occur, it was deep seated and associated with retained debris in the tissues. In one or two of the very early cases, in whom excision of the deep wound was incomplete, follow-up notes received from the UK described the skin wound as soundly healed, but merely acting as a roof over a pocket of pus originating from retained foreign and necrotic material. With improvements in technique, this source of infection was largely overcome.
The results have been divided into three groups: successful closure in which no breakdown of the wound occurred; partial breakdown where a small part of the wound opened after the removal of stitches; failure where the whole or greater part of the wound burst open.

Partial breakdown nearly always occurred either where the apices of two or more small flaps met and was probably due to vascular insufficiency, or where the wound had been stitched under tension.

Of the 304 cases of primary suture in this series, 149 were evacuated before the fourth day. On these, therefore no decision can be made, although all wounds were inspected before evacuation, and no case was evacuated if there were any signs of trouble. Only 10 follow-up cards (6.7 per cent) have been received for these 149 cases. Although they showed six cases of successful closure, three partial breakdowns and one failure, the numbers are far too small for any conclusions to be arrived at. Our own observed figures are probably more representative of the results as a whole.

The results in the remaining 155 cases were as follows: Returned to unit completely healed (average time 6 days) 30 cases Retained for 4-7 days before evacuation 69 cases Successful closure 64 cases Partial breakdown 5 cases Failure 0 cases

Four follow-up cards have been received in this group. Three confirmed success; in one there was a later breakdown. Retained for more than seven days 56 cases Successful closure 54 cases Partial breakdown 2 cases Failure 0 cases

If we add together the cases retained for more than four days we have a series of 165 cases in whom the immediate results are known. These results are:

Successful closure 153 (93 per cent) Partial breakdown 10 (6 per cent) Failure 2 (1 per cent)

Major G.M. Fitzgibbon, OC the Unit, has kindly given me permission to state that his results in a similar series of cases, similarly treated, have been almost precisely the same.

Effect of the Interval between Injury and Operation on Results

Analysis of the results shows no difference between cases operated on the first day, and those done later, with this proviso: in a number of cases seen from the third day onwards, which were very dirty, and in whom frank wound sepsis was present, no attempt was made at primary closure. At the same time, the absence of wound sepsis in most late cases was noteworthy (e.g. Case 8), and was almost certainly due to the chemotherapy such patients had received. By contrast, the wounds of German POW’s, which were usually seen three or more days after injury, were almost always septic; none of them had received penicillin in any quantity.

Conclusions

From the results given, it will be seen that primary closure of facial wounds, far from being hazardous, is an eminently successful procedure. The results have probably been due to several factors: a specialist unit as far forward as possible so that cases were seen early; the most meticulous wound toilet including complete excision of the wound; the routine use of penicillin and the sulphonamide drugs.

Fig.8A Case 8. Land mine injury four days after wounding. In addition to the lacerations of the upper lip and lower nose, many tiny particles were imbedded in the face.
Figs. 8B, C & D  Case 8. The healed result 17 days after operation. The lost philtrum has been closed directly by interdigitating small flaps from each side. The lost columella has been covered with mucosa from each side after trimming back the septal cartilage. There is still some residual tattooing. (These three figures were kindly supplied by RAF Hospital, Wroughton.)
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SERVICE SPECIALIST’S SPINAL INJURY RESEARCH

Col Garnett will study major developments and procedures in the treatment of rehabilitation of spinal injury patients in the United States where some of the research and practice in Specialist Centres is in advance of that in Britain. He believes that within 20 years these new methods could lead to a reduction of at least 50% in the numbers of patients confined to wheelchairs.
He will also visit Professor Harry Goldsmith (Professor of Surgery at Boston University Hospital) to renew his interest in omental transposition to revascularise the spinal cord. He first met Professor Goldsmith in Britain during a liaison visit with Maj Neil-Dwyer, Consultant Neurosurgeon to the South East Regional Neurosurgical Centre in London where this technique is being pioneered in Britain.

In his present appointment Col Garnett is Head of the Rheumatology and Rehabilitation Department in the Army’s main referral hospital. There is a close link with the South East Regional Neurosurgical Unit for the rehabilitation of many of the Army hospital’s long term patients, of whom about half are now civilians. He also has an honorary appointment in Electromyography at St Thomas’ Hospital, London. His publications include several papers on the physiology of human spine reflexes.

The Smith and Nephew Foundation was established in 1974 by Smith and Nephew Associated Companies Limited to channel all the company’s corporate charitable donations into medical education and research. The Fellowship scheme includes annual awards to British Physicians and Surgeons who want to undertake a year’s research project overseas, an annual Fellowship in Sports Medicine to enable the holder to undertake a Diploma Course in the subject and a Fellowship in Ophthalmology at Moorfields Eye Hospital.

The Smith and Nephew Foundation’s Service Doctor Award for 1986 has been given to Lt Col Robin Garnett, Consultant in Rheumatology and Rehabilitation at Queen Elizabeth Military Hospital, London. He receives a grant of £4,000 and will use it to visit hospitals in Miami, Boston, Dayton, Cleveland, Hamilton, Denver, New Orleans, Phoenix, San Jose and Los Angeles in the United States and in Perth, Melbourne and Sydney in Australia between May and August of this year.